...consider Scalamandrè!

You mean the Scalamandrè silk people?
Not just silk...wool, cotton, linen, you name it.
Great line of casements and architectural textures!

Wallcoverings, too?
Remarkable collection!

Expensive?
Wide price range!

How do I get in touch?

Call their Architects' Division...361-8500
or drop a line on your letterhead to Scalamandrè,
Worth your while!
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What do you do with Ceramic Tile bearing this mark...

Announcing A "Certified For Ceramic"

You're an architect, not a watchdog. And the Tile Council of America knows it. That's why we've developed the "Certified Quality" program. It means this: you can now specify ceramic tile with complete assurance of quality. Tile to tile. Carton to carton.

Here's how it works. Tile produced by participating companies now undergoes inspections by an independent laboratory. The quality standards such tile must meet are the highest ever set for the industry. These standards are published by the government in SPR R61-61 and in Federal Speci-
Specifications SS-T-308b. You can be confident that, without exception, Certified Tile will now meet these standards.

So why take chances? Be sure to specify that "...tile shall be Quality Certified by the Tile Council of America." We put our reputation on it. You can too.
TO understand the role of aesthetic theory is not to conceive it as definition, logically doomed to failure, but to read it as summaries of seriously made recommendations to attend in certain ways to certain features in art.” – Morris Weitz

Whatever aesthetic theory underlies the work of R. B. Kitaj, it is safe to assume that Kitaj has little confidence in ultimate definition and that his paintings, collages and assisted found objects are what Morris Weitz calls “seriously made recommendations.”

The kind of openwork approach advocated by Wittgenstein and echoed by Morris Weitz seems to be in Kitaj’s blood. He is a born exegete, isolating aspects of existence that interest him and elaborating fragment upon fragment with the persistence of a British Museum researcher. A title of one of his works, “His Cult of the Fragment,” may refer to someone else, but judging from Kitaj’s work, he is not exactly free from a similar cultism.

In some ways, Kitaj is like Nabokov, particularly when Nabokov produces a masterpiece of footnotes such as his early commentary on Pushkin’s *Eugene Onegin* and, on the other hand, a masterpiece of satire on the footnote mentality as in *Pale Fire*. Both the serious recommendation and the instant self-criticism are present in Kitaj’s giant collage — his *œuvre*. The collection of varied works, ranging from academic fragments of nude drawing to crowded collages, in his exhibition at the Marlborough are seen most clearly as a kind of work-in-progress report on a superwork. That superwork, I am led to believe, is not yet clearly envisaged by the artist. But the incidental notations on view are patent hints that the individual work is only part of the greater scheme.

Perhaps scheme is not quite the term since a scheme is a fixed concept and Kitaj studiously avoids the static. Perhaps it would be more accurate to speak of Kitaj’s movement toward a group of ideas — a movement which presumably will take a form sooner or later.

Looking at Kitaj’s work, crowded as it was with extrinsic references, boiling with the rage to tell, to talk, to comment, to make glosses, I thought again about one of my favorite books, Valéry’s “L’Idee Fixe.” Not so much about the actual dialogue, but about Valéry’s triumphant coinage of the word “omnivalent.” The omnivalent attaches to everything, or is attracted to everything. Kitaj has a marked preference for omnivalence. In fact, what struck me first, and what I liked best about his show was the sense of proud license it exudes. I felt that this young man — he is in his early thirties — permits himself great freedom. He will go anywhere his probing mind and imagination take him without shame. Whatever falls into his ken — and mostly printed documents seem to fall into his ken — he makes the most of. There is much to be said for this magpie climate of mind.

Since Kitaj doesn’t flinch in the face of literary content — far from it — his work has a synthetic quality in the way a film has a synthetic quality. In fact, I suspect that the influence of films is far greater in Kitaj’s work than the influence of previous painting. He is his own scenarist, his own editor, his own costumer and his own director. Ever since Munch discovered the strange and effective stop-motion image and incorporated it in his own painting, artists have been watching films as sources for formal changes in their paintings. Kitaj may not consciously use the film-maker’s montage psychology (though I suspect that nothing is quite unconscious in Kitaj) but he has decidedly been tempered by it.

Here I’m not speaking of the merely plastic conception of montage, but the philosophic approach as stated explicitly by Sergei Eisenstein. Eisenstein foresaw the danger of mere information-feeding in films and stressed the possibilities of visual enjambement as the film, frame by frame, unfolds.

Kitaj and other artists such as Hockney and Rauschenberg have heeded the montage theory, offering selected fragments as “movements” toward an ultimate thought. The thought, of course, is formed by the spectator as much as by the creator and may vary depending on many contributing factors. For instance, an intelligent illiterate would find a lot to think about in Kitaj’s paintings, but his thoughts would necessarily differ from those of the intellectual fa-
miliar with the references. On the other hand, it is quite possible that Kitaj himself, obsessed by fragmentism, is not thoroughly familiar with everything he quotes or alludes to. Here again, the intellectual guessing game that he sets in motion is a form of montag

A title, a pasted photograph, a painted phrase, an entire poem, a political poster — any of these can serve Kitaj as the germ that will set himself and others in motion. The contemporary esthetic of John Cage who says he merely sets a process in motion applies to some degree to Kitaj's work. I have read British critics who chide him for his display of erudition, his childlike dependence on authoritative words and association-drenched symbols. But this is an unfair criticism. Why shouldn't the title of a significant book serve as well as a nude model or a still-life as pretext to paint?

Kitaj makes no pretense. His paintings often need their titles, and appear to have been inspired by his literary appetite right from the beginning. One can read a bright young man's intellectual peregrination in his work. For instance, the earliest painting on view is a tiny oil, cleanly and thinly painted, representing a vaguely characterized young woman. The title, "The First Terrorist," explains her lank straight hair, but not much more about the painting itself. It does, however, call to mind a young man's first encounter with Turgenev and Nihilism, or perhaps his first experience with anarchist literature.

A few years later we find him scouring Sorel's "Reflections on Violence" and later anarchist literature. Out of this comes a sketchy oil on canvas with collage drawings in which Kitaj's montage principle is clearly enunciated. In a disparate series of vignettes he relies on both the reading impulse (newspaper columns and written fragments) and the natural forming tendency of imaginative vision to produce a visual conundrum. By leaving a few enigmatic empty spaces circumscribed with thin lines; by painting pictures within pictures, Kitaj joins a long line of symbolists. Explicitness and ambiguity, literature and pure painting are brought together in carefully weighed juxtapositions.

Sometimes Kitaj tips the balance in favor of plastic coherence and I admit that I prefer his paintings qua paintings to his bibliographical melanges. Such is "Interior/Dan Chatterton's Town House" of 1962. Here Kitaj builds a provocative composition, playing the perspective of a staircase against a flattened fantasy space above.

Complicated doorways and panels are suggested in a bare schematic way, while the inhabitant of the house emerges in a cartoon-like development of framed images and empty frames. Here Dan Chatterton and his myth — whoever he may be — emerge less from the figurative references than from the ensemble of colors and differing prospects.

At times Kitaj ventures into irony, but like most Americans, he is not quite at home with it. His "Kennst Du Das Land" inspired by Goethe's lovely description of Italy, is a quasi-painting in the sense that he falls into an illustrator's idiom in sketching German machine gunners while maintaining an ambiguous attitude in the vignettes on the upper half of the painting. Irony falls between title and illustration, but not in the handling of the painting itself. In much of the most recent painting, Kitaj seems to be straining to use the vernacular much as contemporary poets do, mixing popular figures of speech with elevated literary talk, only in his case, he uses popular images and mixes them in sophisticated compositional schemes. He uses a spare drafting technique, flattening his figures as much as possible. Color is keyed high, mimicking the glossy reproductions in slick magazines. Even in a pure painting, such as "The Apotheosis of Groundlessness," a view in various perspectives of a large garage-like shed, Kitaj remembers the thin, cold colors of advertising and his image has a quality of high-class illustration.

I'm sure this is deliberate. Kitaj's need to comment and recommend is overweening. Most of his paintings strike me as commentaries in one way or another on what is called "The Scene." Out of the confusion of idioms, many of which have been developed on the marketplace, Kitaj chooses those which are typical of the mass media and tries to turn them to his own ends. An undertone of anger and serious censure pervades his work. Yet, those collages and paintings which are most obviously derived from strictly contemporary sources lose in intensity for some reason. When he alludes to the past, as he does for instance in a collage based on a poem by the Austrian poet Trakl, who died during the First World War, something more creeps in: an intelligent choice of forms, for instance, suggesting the pervasive Viennese feeling for art nouveau; an accent on circumstance (in this case the war) and an involvement which seems more complex emerges.

(Continued on page 34)
REPORT ON SEVERAL POETS

This column has the distinction of being one of the two places where Buckminster Fuller's Untitled Epic on Industrialization, published by Jonathan Williams, has come, not at once marketable but fundamental to new needs the market has not yet conceived. Fuller's mind is at the invisible, the intangible, the dramaticst reality of words used, fundamental to still unreceived ideas.

In William H. Rueckert's Kenneth Burke and the Drama of Human Relations we are given "the first major study of the greatest symbol analyst of our time. It is surely one of the ironies of American scholarship that theses, articles, and even books devoted to the life and work of minor and unimportant figures continue to pour from our 'learned' presses while the work of men like Burke and Mead stands neglected." * For nearly forty years Burke has been producing one seminal essay after another on how to think about communication. Anthropologists, psychologists, philosophers, men of letters, professors of literature, writers, poets, sociologists, all have made witness of their "debt to Burke." (Quoted from the first book, 104 pages, in Arts in Society.) Rueckert writes, summarizing out of Burke: "Because the poet is distinguished from other men by being more sensitive, perceptive, and receptive, he is capable of experiencing more intensely and discriminatingly..."

So, that winter, we got wood up from the river
While the migrant bourgeois of Morehead slalomed south on their chins
And my auld acquaintance broke like a covey of quail
And rode the rods to Detroit or soonered westerly —

And the round of the oak stump smoked on the freezing ground . . .

Rhetoric

So, that winter, we got wood up from the river
While the migrant bourgeois of Morehead slalomed south on their chins
And my auld acquaintance broke like a covey of quail
And rode the rods to Detroit or soonered westerly —

In a cloud of bankers like Siberian wolves
Snapping at ninety-ninth mortgages tossed like brides in their wakes . . .

So the last line is too much; yet that excess in a poet, some say, makes all difference.

* I believe that the author refers to George Herbert Mead, 1863-1931, whom the Columbia Encyclopedia, 1951 edition, refers to as "American philosopher, proponent of social behaviorism." The Encyclopedia contains no entries for Fuller or Burke.

writes a poem? or when the poem recurs in the minds of many readers? A poet is when he thinks poetry; he becomes a poet when he writes out the thought; he achieves recognition (external definition) as the poem recurs in his own mind and in other minds. Now he not merely is; he recognizes himself as a poet subject to governance; he must rule himself and make laws. The recognition he wins in other minds may enlarge his capacity to recognize what he is or it may destroy that capacity, usually by an inverse process. The poet must deny praise and defy his legend. You don't think so? If he doesn't, he will soon be engrossed in his myth, unable to free himself, a figure of critical appreciation.

A poet's work is to achieve the esthetic consistency that is himself as poet, his content. He alone knows himself in that garment; he alone can fit and alter it. Or else his art comes as external as a fine, form-fitting suit of clothes, anybody's neat consistency.

* Revelation

A kiss and a hug. A piece of pie in my pocket for love and luck
Aloft on the shaking deck,
Half blind and deafened in the roaring dust,
On the heaving back of the threshers,
My neck blistered by sun and the flying chaff, my clothes
Shot full of thistles and thorns, a good itch.
Like a small St. Stephen, I turned the wheel of the blower
Loading the straw-rack.

(Quoted from the first book, 104 pages, Letter to an Imaginary Friend, of Thomas McGrath's autobiography set forth in verse.)

* Ritualization

Home, then, where the loss is: the rusty ports of the sun and farther along
The rusty ports of the sun and no slice of moon in my pocket!

Tom McGrath is making a language, of being, not intellectual expression. In his earlier lyrics he was working at the job, sometimes too much and less often not enough and many times in too great a degradation — cussing and cursing, and making promises. I've been told there are cussing artists, that the composer Charles Ives was one; if he was as good as everyone who knew him well tells me, then he used his art like Bellini opera or country music, not for a substantial purpose.

Sweet Jesus at morning the queenly women of our youth!
In this autobiographical Letter, each part scaled to a different locality and theme, Tom is lavish of language.

Where the gat-toothed buzz-saw buried, a whine and a whicker,
And the round of the oak stump smoked on the freezing ground . . .
April, 1965

Anti-Poems by Nicanor Parra, born 1914, a professor of mathematics in Peru, greeted with more enthusiasm in Chile than any book of poetry since Pablo Neruda’s earliest, translated by Jorge Elliott, painter and critic in Santiago. Each poem like a short story is a little whole, not quotable in part. He has an attitude, and the attitude wound up the enthusiasm. Well translated, the mind reads, but it may be better in the poet’s native speech. For me, “Soliloquy of the Individual,” not like a short story, bites sharpest, with the refrain: “I’m the individual.” The book ends with an Epigraph. A poet trying to catch the absurd in rhetoric, borrowing ritual. A pathos crying for a voice and not regional. It is a common voice, but with enjoyable inflections. As it happens, not a voice I read with pleasure, but a voice and not regional.

Down Vision by Daniel Moore flows like an innocent, romantic fresh water stream into the turbid roll of the Bay area tradition. I’m told he is 23 and now safe in Paris, France. I asked Ferlinghetti: why in Paris? Shouldn’t a poet stay and work in his own country? He said sharply “I don’t believe in regionalism.” Later I asked him whether the San Francisco group of a few years ago had broken up, gone to New York and the rest of it. He said: “No. They are all here.” I looked surprise. He clarified: “Here in spirit. It’s the same among us as always.” They think together, correspond constantly, are not separate. But Paris, dammit! why return, as if in search of art, to the site of another region, however internationalized? Why not continue the creation of another site? It’s uncomfortable, yes, but so, in the great days of the making of the modern Parian tradition, so it was in Paris. We anguish Dante, Villon, Machaut, Chaucer, Baudelaire, Whitman, nomads? But Rimbaud wandered, Ezra went to England. Yet Dr. Williams? No, I don’t either believe in regionalism. It isn’t where one is, only being merely of it. Couldn’t there be an internationalizing San Francisco? Not in Paris, not in Greenwich Village.

In blackened ravines of space
Emptiness moves thru Emptiness with gigantic strides,
The clear pond of the moon flapping on its scythe!
It is a common voice, but with enjoyable inflections. As it happens, not a voice I read with pleasure, but a voice and not regional. Solipsist.

Ah, rest for a while against the pine tree
and watch
with me the white butterflies make circles in the moonlight.
We have far to go yet and we need both our strengths.

It is a rhetoric seeking revelation, borrowing ritual. A pathos crying to be tragic. We are here seeking poetry; I don’t deny poetry I don’t like; I can even admire it. It is better as a critic to put oneself in one’s place.

My publisher gave a party to celebrate my new book, in a loft in Greenwich Village. Thank the painter who owns it. One man fell into a skylight. A former fiction editor of the Post mixed drinks. Thank them, too. Late in the evening I asked Paul Blackburn, poet and translator from the Provencal, whether Allen Ginsberg had come to the party. Yes, he was there, baby-sitting the drunk, who was uninvited, noisy, apocalyptic; Ginsberg calmly bearing with him, listening to keep him quiet. I thank him for that. The two poets exchanged responsibilities, Paul Blackburn taking the drunk, Allen Ginsberg me. The conversation was at the point of trying to unleash itself, when the drunk returned to the one who would listen to him. Allen Ginsberg writes in his Introduction to the book of poems by Gregory Corso called Gasoline: “What a solitary dignity! He’s got the angelic power of making autonomous poems, like god making brooks.” Then he quotes Corso saying, “With me automaticism is an entombed moment in which the mind accelerates a constant hour of mind-foolery, mind-genius, mind-madness . . .” “The mind has taken a leap in language.” Ginsberg tells me. “He curses like a brook, pure poetry. ‘I screamed the name: Beauty!’ We’re the fabled damned if we put it down. He’s probably the greatest poet in America, and he’s starving in Europe.” Written in Amsterdam, Holland Oct. 57.

The first poem is a phallic Ode to Coit Tower.

I AM 25

With a love a madness for Shelley
Chatterton Rimbaud

and the needy-yap of my youth
has gone from ear to ear
I HATE OLD POETMEN!

Especially old poets whom retrace
who consult other old poets
who speak their youth in whispers,
saying: — I did those then
but that was then
that was then — . . .

This critic is an old poetman. On the subject of Gregory Corso I have not consulted other old poets. But this book was published in 1958. And I fear he may become an old poetman.

Outside the wall
the aged gardener plants his shears
A new young man
has come to snip the hedge.

We have next “Reality Sandwiches” by Allen Ginsberg.

He drags his bare feet
out of a cave
under a tree,
Eyebrows
grown long with weeping
and hooked nose,
In ragged soft robes
wearing a fine beard,
unhappy hands
elapsed to his naked breast—
humility is beatness
humility is beatness—
his intelligence—
stands upright there
tho trembling: . . .

(That is “Sakyamuni Coming Out From The Mountain” — Liang Kai, Southern Sung)
The book has 29 poems, several fairly long, written between 1953–60.

(Continued on page 34)
THE NEW CHURCHES OF EUROPE by G. E. Kidder Smith (Holt, Rinehart and Winston, $17.50)

This breathtaking collection of church buildings shows us how well the statement of faith can be made in contemporary terms. These recent works, mostly dating from the 60's and late 50's, are all taken from western Europe; all are contemporary; none uses exactly the same means as any of the others to achieve its results. Some, such as the pilgrimage basilica at Lourdes, are meant to hold large crowds; others are quite small. Near the front of the book is a double fold-out page showing all sixty buildings at the same scale for comparative purposes. Following this is a similar fold-out of small photographs of each nave taken just inside the entrances. When these pages are opened, the scope of the book is apparent at a glance, and it is obvious that the quality of most of the buildings rates a closer inspection. This inspection follows with several pages of photographs, plans, sections, and bi-lingual commentary (English-Spanish) devoted to each. Small photos show both detail and the urban or rural setting. Too few are taken while the building is in use. Exterior shots that include pedestrians have a greater charm than some of the bare interiors. The churches are grouped by country, and, as some are in small towns or villages, their locations are pinpointed quite exactly, which potential pilgrims will appreciate.

The accompanying commentary is not merely sterile adulation, but points out, with great sensitivity, many strong and weak points of the buildings. Of course, it seems an impossible task to pick such a large number of outstanding examples of church buildings from within a time span of only ten years. Some are structural tours des forces; some have soaring interiors and weak or unfinished exteriors, and vice versa. The author has done a superb job of choosing his examples: each illustrates some interesting quality; many are marvelous architecture. As a group, the Scandinavian churches have the greatest quality. They invariably show an intense tactile respect for materials, a simplicity which makes the materials glow out at the spectator, and a wonderful relationship to nature. The chapel of the Technical University at Helsinki has the purest possible backdrop for the altar: a beautifully proportioned cross backed by large frameless windows, with a forest of snow-covered pines behind. A crematorium-chapel in Copenhagen achieves an equal beauty and serenity by the architect's sensitive handling of brick walls and floors, elegantly simple furniture and finely expressed lighting. When spaces are handled so simply and unadornedly as these, each utilitarian object becomes a focus of beauty.

To anyone acquainted with Mr. Kidder Smith's work, it is needless to say that the photography is superb. He includes an unobtrusive note on the technology of his picture taking.

Cleveland: Village to Metropolis, by Edmund H. Chapman (Western Reserve Historical Society and Western Reserve University Press, $7.50)

When architectural history is traditionally written, as a study of the successive stylistic changes in a series of monuments, palaces, government buildings, etc., a consideration of Cleveland seems almost ridiculous, because this city contains no large, famous, or even especially noteworthy monuments. Neither did any structural or artistic innovations take place there. A follower rather than a leader in the building arts, Cleveland copied each new style or technique as it arrived, but never stepped beyond that point. However, architectural history, as well as architectural practice, is now more and more obliged to take a larger view, and encompass the relation of building to site, site to street, and street to town. Thus architectural history has become a history of town planning, even the history of the development of environment. Taken from this viewpoint, a consideration of the history of Cleveland architecture becomes more interesting. For Cleveland was a planned town from its conception, and the results of that planning, and the virtues and difficulties that have stemmed from it, must be of interest to architects and town planners working with similar problems today.

Many, if not most, of Cleveland's present problems can be easily traced to its original plan. Northeastern Ohio was the Western Reserve of the State of Connecticut. After Connecticut gave up her pretensions to political control of the area, she retained title to the land. As soon as was feasible she turned this real estate into cash by sale to a group formed as the Connecticut Land Company. In 1796 this group sent out surveyors to divide the land into townships and to lay out a major town. The site of Cleveland was chosen for numerous natural advantages. It is the location where the Cuyahoga River, the western boundary of the lands, meets Lake Erie, forming a roughly triangular plain, with the lake for one side. The site offered high, well-drained land with good commercial possibilities by reason of these waterways. The surveyors laid out a town similar to the New England village with which they were familiar; that is, a rectangle, with a gridiron street pattern, centered by a public square. Where the site did not conform, such as when the plan reached the twisting river, the grid was simply lopped off. In addition, radiating roads were superimposed from the center to the south and east and the resulting wedge-shaped segments were laid out into lots of varying size. The purpose was purely and simply commercial: lots farther from the center of town could not be sold so easily, therefore these lots were given the attraction of more area. The city attracted population and grew, and it grew extremely rapidly in the second quarter of the 19th century, with the population doubling or tripling each decade. As the town spread beyond its original boundaries, it was always commercial developers who laid out the new areas. Commerce overrode all; despite repeated requests by the citizens for parks and places for public recreation, the marvelous natural features of river and lake were entirely given over to shipping, warehouses, industry, and later, railroads. The original streets were
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extended, and more radiating streets were added, with no considera-
tion to the requirements or advantages of the site. Zoning was non-
existant and later fine residential areas as well as the magnificent
lakefront were destroyed by the proximity of the railroad. Citizens' complaints about the air pollution and water pollution were pub-
lished in the newspapers and by the local government as being hostile to com-
merce and industry; what was good for industry was good for Cleve-
land, and if the population had to cough to enjoy it, that was the way it was going to be.

It is surprising to see how little either the city itself or the attitudes of
public officials have changed in 150 years. Cleveland is amazingly
recognizable today in its plan of 1796. The traffic problems inherent
in its original layout are the same problems we have today, although
it seems unfair to blame those surveyors for not dealing better with a
problem which did not then exist. We can blame them for giving us
a layout which inherently had an optimum population of seven to ten
thousand, when they knew they were laying out a principal city, and
one with such commercial advantages in its site that it was bound to
grow. Cleveland, in fact, reached and outgrew its planned size about
1830.

The problems of water and air pollution are still with us. There are
still chronic complaints from the citizens, and the local government
is still saying that if they write new legislation, or even enforce existing
laws, industry will leave. Lakefront and riverfront are still usurped
almost completely by industry and railroads, and pollution of Lake
Erie from Cleve-land and other towns has spread so far that swimming
in the summer is impossible along the entire U.S. shoreline. Commer-
cial and recreational fishing has declined drastically as well.

Although Dr. Chapman concludes his book on an upward looking
theme, noting the forward steps that have been taken in recent years;
such as zoning legislation, city planning, urban renewal, park boards,
and some recognition of public responsibility by industry, Cleveland
has a long way to go to be described as progressive. This excellent
history can best serve as an object lesson for any city that wants to
grow big.

—ALAN RAPHAEL

ROMAN ART AND ARCHITECTURE by Sir Mortimer Wheeler (Fred-
erick A. Praeger, New York, $7.50)

Another satisfactorily designed book in the Praeger World of Art
series: plenty of well-spaced, clearly printed black and white and
color plates; well-printed, readable text, written by an impassioned
defender of the Roman individuality against the usual derogatory,
often too perfunctory, comparison with Greece. Speaking of Roman
art, Sir Mortimer gives priority to architecture and town-planning.
Against Greek art he counterattacks: "The Pantheon is probably
the most intelligent extrovert building that the world has seen . . .
it was a perfect exterior, a perfect piece of man-made geology . . .
Finally . . . is its defining quality."
The Pantheon is perhaps the first monument to be composed of
the giver's honor; the potlatch was what we call, in our ugly socio-
dramatic, is the more convincing. There was much gift-giving, for
diplomacy (to avoid offending a visitor who might retaliate, if the
gift did not match his expenditure of time and travel to come to the
party) and as investment (the return gift would be, by custom,
around twenty percent more valuable). But the real purpose was
the giver's honor; the potlatch was what we call, in our ugly socio-
logical jargon, a "status symbol." This was the time when a chieftain
of a tribe would recount and portray, by exhibiting a newly carved
totem pole, by speeches, and by dramatic dancing, the legends of his
lineage. The invitation to attend honored his neighbors, but the food
and gifts must reward their travel. The book is a thorough account
from an early age to write about them. Anthropologists, ethnolo-
gists, linguists have reported in the language of their specialties
the highly developed cultures of these tribes, Tlingit, Tsimshian, Haida,
Bella Coola, Kwakiutl, Nootka, Quilliute, and Coast Salish, while
the living remnants of a great people were dwindling to a tenth of
their former numbers. Ruth Benedict's description of the Kwakiutl
potlatches, with their competitive gift-giving and destruction of
valuable coppers and canoes, may be more legendary than exact.
Mr. Wherry's description of a typical potlatch, though less highly
dramatized, is the more convincing. There was much gift-giving, for
diplomacy (to avoid offending a visitor who might retaliate, if the
gift did not match his expenditure of time and travel to come to the
party) and as investment (the return gift would be, by custom,
around twenty percent more valuable). But the real purpose was
the giver's honor; the potlatch was what we call, in our ugly socio-
logical jargon, a "status symbol." This was the time when a chieftain
of a tribe would recount and portray, by exhibiting a newly carved
totem pole, by speeches, and by dramatic dancing, the legends of his
lineage. The invitation to attend honored his neighbors, but the food
and gifts must reward their travel. The book is a thorough account
of these handsome Indians, with something of their history, a rich
understanding of their calendar, and the interpretation of their totem
to the present day.

—ALAN RAPHAEL
The monuments of our past have something to say to us that no book, no microfilm, no motion picture will ever be able to record. Through them, each generation reminds us of its values, its achievements, its hopes. Every significant structure that is torn down or recklessly "improved," every fine bit of landscape that is massacred and ruined forever for some ephemeral purpose, such as shortening a motor route, impoverishes our common heritage. Not age but significance and beauty is what makes a landmark worthy of preservation: some of the buildings of but yesterday should be marked for preservation no less than the most venerable colonial structure. The fact that Independence Hall was once almost auctioned off to the highest bidder, and that in our time we permitted our most ancient monuments, the great Redwood groves, to be sold off as mere timber, shows the need for an American Landmarks movement. Without these historic monuments, our land will exist only in the one-dimensional world of the present, dynamic but insensately destructive: a present that will soon be past, leaving as its chief reminder blasted landscapes and the memory of buildings wantonly destroyed. — LEWIS MUMFORD
OUR DISAPPEARING HERITAGE

Speculative profiteering abetted by fishy land use decisions, ill-conceived planning and public indifference is devastating our environment and decimating our relatively meager architectural heritage. Although not unique in this respect, Los Angeles is among the worst offenders and we were embarrassed by the recent convention here of the Society of Architectural Historians. The Society had agreed to meet here reluctantly, it was said, and only on the condition that the final session be held in San Francisco to remove the bad taste. As if to confirm the historians' opinion that Los Angeles is a cultural Gomorrah, they were taken on a bus tour of our few remaining buildings of historical interest. (Some of the members had naively hoped to see a Spanish Colonial hacienda or two!)

They visited some fine structures of true architectural value and interest, but in a humiliating number of cases it had to be confessed that demolition was imminent: Irving Gill's internationally famous Dodge House, several R. M. Schindler houses, Frank Lloyd Wright's Residence A in Barnsdall Park (the latter, at last report, was not scheduled for demolition: to avoid unpleasantness, the city intends to allow the house to deteriorate by neglect until it falls or has to be razed in the interest of safety).

Writer - and A & A editorial associate - Esther McCoy went along on the tour and describes it thus: "The visiting architectural historians were bewildered. First they congratulated us that Gill's Dodge House was owned by the Los Angeles Board of Education, for in that case it was not in danger of demolition. We explained that the street, Kings Road, had been rezoned (with a speed that was highly suspicious) for high-rise apartments and the price of the land had risen five-fold (some said ten) overnight. The Board of Education had placed what they were now calling 'our million-dollar property' on the market. The historians were stunned by the fact that officials supervising education could be indifferent to historic monuments.

"One prominent historian offered to write a letter to the Board. We couldn't bring ourselves to say that nearly 100 letters from deans of schools of architecture, influential architects and historians had inundated the Board to no avail, nor that Lewis Mumford had written a particularly eloquent plea but most of the Board members hadn't even known who he was."

The final stop on the tour was F.L.L.W.'s Hollyhock House where, reported Mrs. McCoy, members of the group were distressed to find that two giant sculptured concrete finials had been uprooted from their places atop the newels at the foot of the stairs to the roof terrace (see facing page). They had been removed - and damaged in the process - because they were in the way of a canvas canopy which had been stretched over the patio for a party given by our mayor. The outrages continue, despite the private and professional action groups that have formed in the last few years. They are fighting what amounts in most cases to a delaying action, hoping for a miracle which will bring them public support. Unfortunately it is the nature of such groups that the dedicated believer is quickly discovered, made chairman and sent out to do battle with bureaucracy single-handed. And to date it has largely been a losing battle. The public doesn't understand the importance of what is being lost, and the bureaucrat doesn't care. Both smile at the person who agitates for preservation of our disappearing heritage as a cultural anti-vivisectionist, an hysterical.

Creation of the long-sought Cabinet post for urban affairs now seems assured and only a step away. Whatever its affect on preservation (it can hardly make the situation worse), direction at the Cabinet level gives cause for hope in redevelopment, particularly in the area of low-cost housing. It is also certain to give a jet assist to urban renewal and so a new urgency for reaching an understanding (and agreement) within the professions as to what the true needs of the city are. Without such understanding, instead of the present piecemeal massacre of our environment, the new office is liable to make the devastation more efficient and wholesale.

Too, a bone-bred skeptic might point out that it is our genius to make marvelous discoveries, elevating and wonderful advances and then systematically to pervert them, turn them into destructive instruments, exploit them selfishly. Self-government, one of man's finest achievements, is an equally fine example of this predisposition to evil. It evolved as an instrumentality for the common good, for promoting and administering an intelligent and orderly journey from yesterday to tomorrow, thus leaving the citizen free to pursue his happiness or unhappiness according to his taste. But administration has degenerated into petty and corrupt bureaucracy, conducting public business for private advantage. The bureaucrat, our own creation, no longer heeds us - servant turned master, the broom of the sorcerer's apprentice on a cosmic scale. Lewis Mumford denounces him passionately: "The bureaucratic personality is sterilized, regimented, overcontrolled, ultimately hostile to every form of life than its own: cut off from human resources and human roots." In short, the ideal tool for the speculator, who has learned to use him skillfully - and nowhere to better advantage than in the field of urban development and renewal.
The statements of Robert Geddes, Aldo Giurgola, Robert Venturi, Thomas Vreeland and Louis Sauer are taken from taped conversations made in Philadelphia, and are part of a study of gifted young architects in the U.S., a project being carried out with the aid of a Ford Foundation grant. The men have three things in common: all are involved in teaching and city planning, and to a greater or lesser degree are influenced by Louis I. Kahn's philosophy, architecture and plan for Philadelphia. Kahn is the rallying point, as Vreeland says, or, as Giurgola observes, “He is not a man who goes by himself, but he finds new ideas through talking, through elaborating, through projecting. Others may isolate themselves, become mature in themselves, but in Lou you feel that he matures through exchange.”

It is this exchange of ideas, this architectural currency, which makes Philadelphia unique. Giurgola put his finger on the potentialities of this exchange when he and Vreeland were discussing the value of young architects collaborating on competitions: “What is good is that there is always a group of people who live in a place, and they know each other, they develop a kind of affinity, and the product then becomes substantial. Then when you come from outside you say, ‘Well, this is an expression of the life of one place, or of ones who really discovered life as they went through, not somebody who invented a theory and applied it and then left.’ That is the kind of cooperation we like to arrive at.” —ESTHER MCCOY

"Several things happened in Philadelphia in the fifties that made it just plain lucky for us. One was the fact that Lou Kahn was here, and another was that the Architecture and Planning Commission was sympathetic to young architects, and a third was that the policy in Philadelphia was to encourage good young architects. In Ed Bacon [director, Philadelphia Planning Commission]
and Dean Perkins [Graduate School of Fine Arts, Univ. of Pennsylvania] we have men who make use of young architects. On one of Ed Bacon's committees, "I'm the old man, everyone else is younger." (Geddes is 41.) "We have a really good Citizens' Council on City Planning here, and a good city Planning Department. Cities need citizens' councils. A question is, what does the young architect do in a city where there is no concern for city planning and no university? He has much more trouble getting established.

"Architecture is an extremely complex art, a realization of society and human beings. When someone wants to build a building it isn't a battle between you as a large scale sculptor and the client. Architecture is a truly social art, more of a humanity, and the more it becomes sculpturesque and flamboyant the more it fails. Architecture would be better off if a true technological approach were taken to it. This does not eliminate the ah-ha! in architecture.

"The thing is that architecture exists on many levels, and one has to do with the meaning of things. What you do, not just how it's done, is important. I think that for a number of years we've been going too much in the direction of large scale sculpture." (GBQC's Police Headquarters, Philadelphia, 1962, was the last sculptural building his office would do, Geddes said.) "We aren't sculptors, we're architects. It's a noble profession all its own. It's the one of the humanities and arts which comes closest to being a direct reflection of changes in society. It's a revolutionary profession. The architect is right in the middle because he makes a thing you live in but at the same time changes the whole city. So my real prejudice is toward the larger view of architecture. On the other hand I respect very much the improvement in technology which allows better materials, better joints, more precision. The influence of Mies and S.O.M. has been very good. We build better in this country than we ever have — and building well is a major concern. The young architect should build very, very well, not expensively but well detailed." —ROBERT GEDDES

---

East-west Market Street axis development, Philadelphia, including Penn's Landing and University City Science Center projects.
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“Every kind of problem has to start from scratch if the architect is to make something that is extremely alive — an organism; it has to be able to support its own life and it has to be fresh in every detail. This is what makes architecture different from construction. I think this is why I am afraid of theory. I like to make schemes sometimes, but I’m afraid of the general assumption in architecture. We have new phenomena but our aspirations never change. What we complain of in the big generalized office buildings is that they reflect the condition of man. It had come to the point in architecture where we had lost the sense of basic fact. There was involvement in architecture as technology, as sociology, but at a certain point we lost the basic constant that made architecture a thing that has a meaning, of an art becoming universal. Lou Kahn was one who could catalyze certain feelings that others were not able to express, to give precise, definite form so others recognize in him what they were striving for. It was not an instance of finding another solution but of discovering a certain basic element, a function of life, in a building, what a stair means, a wall, a piece of glass — not in the pure material sense but in a rediscovery through which you discover that architecture is an art not a tool.”
THOMAS VREELAND
Schlesinger and Vreeland

"Here in Philadelphia we enjoy the advantage of a very enlightened Planning Commission, and also the strong influence of the University of Pennsylvania and their interest in planning. The men who teach architecture at the university extend their interest far beyond the single building and into urban planning. The Planning Department looks very favorably on giving the redevelopment projects to young architects because they know the men will put an enormous amount of effort into a block-by-block study, not by rote or book as the large office would.

"Planning hasn't yet assumed so much importance in other cities. Philadelphia was one of the first; Kahn's proposals for the city came in 1954. When I did a study in project, Kahn's plan was always at the back of my mind: the street as harbor, the street as dock, the go street, the stop street. By ordering streets this way certain ones could be reclaimed for play or activity.

"Philadelphia is fertile soil, and if something extremely desirable is going to happen in this country it should happen right now, and here in Philadelphia. We have all the ingredients. There is a ferment of ideas, and this will have a broad influence on the U.S., but just how much physical impact all this potential richness will have on the city in ten, fifteen, twenty years is uncertain.

"When I designed the swim club I had certain aspects of the Spanish Steps in mind. I had spent a year in Italy and lived near the Steps and was aware of their changing aspects at different times of day. How thoroughly they were used and enjoyed: boys playing soccer on them, older people meeting or taking the sun; the flower stall. It was this public aspect of architecture that interested me. The swim club is a series of platforms, with movement at the half level along ramps — a half level from the locker room to the children's pool, a half level up to the pool, and to the sun deck above the restaurant. The small site is completely used, and each level relates back to the pool, even the locker rooms, which have portholes through which you can see into the pool."

Rittenhouse Swim Club, Philadelphia
Research Laboratory, Univ. of Pennsylvania

Schlesinger and Vreeland

Two Houses
A JUSTIFICATION FOR A POP ARCHITECTURE

Robert Venturi, all wind but no fury:
Why can't he stop just going Pop?—Anonymous

"I went to an architectural conference on computers recently and the microphones didn't work, or rather, their mechanical defects disrupted the lofty proceedings with Bronx-salutes. This grating juxtaposition of form versus content symbolized for me the condition of our architecture in relation to what is versus what ought to be, to the contradiction between the short-term and the long-term, the immediate and the speculative.

"Architecture always relates to practice before speculation. Like the politician, the architect is expedient because he deals with things as they are. As an artist, he is the maker whose impetus comes from the immediate over the speculative. His question is 'Does it?' rather than 'Ought it?' His visions are only incidentally visionary. This inherent dichotomy is exaggerated today.

"In speculating on the reality of the dawning electronic age for architecture Serge Chermayeff at this same conference decried the irrelevant expressionism of our current architecture. And soundly, I think. But I question his lumping into the same mould all kinds of Pop architecture, as he called it.

"Electronic technology is the speculative problem for architecture now. Not many architects can go electronic significantly in either their methods or their expression. The Federal government and the big industry it supports have largely directed expensive computer research towards the enterprises of war or, as is said, national security, over the forces for the enhancement of life. The practicing architect must admit this. In simple terms his budget and his techniques for architecture relate more to 1875 than 1975.

"The Pop architect admits it. He makes a virtue of necessity. He accepts convention. He doesn't pretend to be technically advanced beyond his means. Nor does he risk what might be called an electronic expressionism to parallel the industrial expressionism which much of early modern architecture consisted of. Even Mies van der Rohe as late as 1940 represented a superficial adaptation of Albert Kahn's vernacular industrial vocabulary of exposed steel in his own fire-resistant building.

"Pop architecture embraces the commonplace, or rather the just obsolete commonplace, as the actual elements of building. And the architect accepts his role as combiner of old cliches ('decadent banalities') in new contexts as his condition within a society which directs its best efforts, its big money, its elegant technologies elsewhere. Pop architecture can be the real expression of concern, in an indirect way, for society's own inverted scale of values.

"Our experience is complex and contradictory, and the program in architecture is complex and contradictory; our architecture must reflect this.

"We talk a lot about simplicity and I'm not against simplicity, but against simplification, and there's a great difference. In modern architecture a sun screen is nothing else, a support is seldom an enclosure, because the double functioning element is abhorrent to the modern architect. The column is the modern manifestation of structural support, saying only one thing, only intellectually spatial, not making space. Very pure — saying only one thing. The vestigial element is more abhorrent to modern architecture. The modern architect doesn't want anything vestigial — it is a prejudice and hangover from the past. To the extent that a building has that, it is not good, because a building must be purely what it is. I like to be tentative; everything is that way, anyhow. As soon as you reach the pure thing it is obsolete. I love the balloon frame historically for this reason; it is a frame and also a skin structure. It grew out of the earlier heavier frame structures, and it is an impure thing. Corbu takes the pure thing — Villa Savoye is a pure configuration of columns — and then he moves over one or two columns to get the ramp in, yet he has this closed order and clarity of the Mediterranean. Villa Savoye is precisely formed yet randomly gouged.

"Standardization is accepted as an enriching product of our technology, yet it is dreaded for its potential domination and brutality. But the architect can employ standardization unstandardly. Alvar Aalto has an artful recognition of the circumstantial and contextual, and the inevitable limits of the order of standardization. You can use the commonplace in a certain way so it isn't commonplace — standardization with an irrationality that is rational because it accommodates itself to the contradictions of a complex reality."
LOUIS SAUER

"Philadelphia is a city of towers, but also one of intimate activity happening at ground level. There is a kind of scale, or scalar quality of people in the buildings, and it rubs off on the people." Speaking of a new tower in Philadelphia: "There is no opportunity here for this intimate activity at ground level. Not even a newsstand. If you have an airline office on the ground level what happens after five o'clock? No activity.

"We argue a lot here in Philadelphia. It's the only city I know where the younger offices are so vitally concerned with their architecture that we begin to lose the more traditional distinction between offices. I believe the present attitude of architects primarily is a very feudalistic one. We have our separate kingdoms, but the problems we have in construction and in architecture will never be solved this way. Two years ago the younger offices started getting together from time to time to present our designs at certain stages, and it was always a battle, for we all said what we really felt. In this way you get out of this feudalistic thing. I don't know of any other city that is doing this."

Of the architectural profession: "I personally am disgusted with myself and all the other offices here for our unwillingness to accept responsibility for our physical environment." But it was not just Philadelphia; it was the profession as a whole: "Look at the World's Fair. They have a couple of houses there that would tear your heart. Why not an exhibit that would show what architecture really is? To a great extent it is too late to interfere with large parts of the cities. And if all the architects put their heads down now it would still be ten years before it would show in our cities. Things can happen only when the profession gets together with responsible bankers, responsible real estate people and responsible builders and agree that there is a problem."

Of competitions: "I pooh-poohed them until I won. They are very helpful because they establish you in the lay-person's mind. It's something you can lean against. But the danger is that it takes architects out of their quiet talking to themselves. The architect has just begun to get intimately involved with his work, and he is apt to lose that intimate thread with himself."

Pastorius Mews, Philadelphia
The editor of Arts & Architecture has finally
run me to ground. I had failed to make good on
a somewhat ill-advised agreement to set out "In
Search of A Theory" because I am lazy, but also
because in my readings in aesthetic theory I have
found nothing that is to me both convincing and
useful. I doubt that I will succeed where wiser
men, who have devoted their lives to the subject,
have failed. Geoffrey Scott says in his essay on
architectural theory "... in the present (1914)
state of our thought no theory of art could be
made convincing or even clear to anyone not al­
ready persuaded of its truth. There may be at the
present time a lack of architectural taste: there
is unfortunately no lack of architectural opinion.

. . . We have few fully reasoned theories and
these, it will be seen, are flagrantly at variance
with the facts to be explained. We subsist on a
number of architectural habits, on scraps of tradi­
tion, on caprices and prejudices, and above all on
this mass of more or less specious axioms, of half
truths, unrelated, uncriticized, and often contra­
dictory, by which we are led to believe so badly
that it cannot with a little ingenuity be justi­
fied or so good that it cannot plausibly be con­
demned.

Here is something constant in our world of flux!
(Parenthetically, I share John Burchard's doubts
regarding architectural "research," and am prob­
ably even further from the conventional wisdom
in this regard than he. I observe that where con­
vincing theories have developed research has pros­
pered and I suspect this coincidence is not due
only to chance.)

But I would not be writing this essay if I did not
hope to contribute positively. I have found both
helpful and evocative discussions and reading on
systematic problem solving. Some of the talk on
this currently fashionable subject is aimed at mys­
tification. That is not my intention here. I agree
with Barkley Jones, who introduced me to some
of these ideas, that a good deal of the mystery
that surrounds the design process can be dispensed
with at no great loss.

This argument says that design is a series of de­
cisions and that decision making (or problem solv­
ing) follows a pattern something like the follow­
ing diagram:

```
Problem Identification
Data Gathering
Prediction Design
Value System
Testing
```

The puddles, in fact, all overlap and even the
most well-ordered decision making process will be
continually short-circuited. But, besides the fact
that decision models have proved useful in applied
mathematics and operations research, such dia­
agrams coincide with what we observe in a rather
common sense way to be the design process.

The diagram says that it is the first step in the
solution of any problem to identify a problem
worth solving. In the modern world (or any of
the worlds that appear to have preceded it) this
should not be difficult. But Dean Hurst has point­
ed out, in a somewhat different context, that much
of the energy of even very talented contemporary
architects is dissipated on frivolous and perhaps
pernicious activities, and many of us spend our
lives wrestling with problems that are unworthy
of our attention.

The diagram asserts that the next step in the
problem solving process is to collect the informa­
tion the architectural problem solver needs about
the general nature of, say, all cathedrals, all ash
trays, all highway networks, and data about the
conditions, temporal and spatial, peculiar to the
specific cathedral, the specific ash tray, or the
specific highway network. Several architects' cli­
ents (one of them, sadly, my own) have recently
explained to me in vivid terms that organizing infor­
mation is not an activity at which archi­tects excel.

The fact is that it is difficult to find even modest,
accurate, and systematically organized
information on any aspect of architectural
activity. It is the third step in the decision making
process that architects approach most directly and
consciously. We spend a good deal of our time on
the construction of alternative solutions to design
problems, but even here we often fall into the
trap of latching onto the first "solution" that
comes to mind.

It is the fourth step, the development of value
systems by which to judge the merits of com­
peting alternatives that commands the attention of
most people interested in "theory of archi­tecture" or in the criticism of buildings. It is this
step in the design process which I propose to
discuss.

Classical education has (at least until recently)
dealt with values and this suggests that our con­
cern with such education is wholesome. However,
arbitrariness and visual education of architects must be
intensive and continuous.

Wooten (and Vitruvius) discussed architectural
values. "Well building hath firmness (technical
values), commodiousness (social values), and delight
(formal values)." The relevant combination of
values will depend on the type of project. But
while all judgments are based on "value systems"
these are seldom articulated.

Values against which to judge design for sus­
pension bridges are easily identified — they are
purely technical — and penalties for error will be
exacted quickly. Such values however are not use­
ful in evaluating the design of summer cottages.

We debate, "What (or whose) value judgments are
to be used?" It seems reasonable that on one hand
the designer's or his client's taste should judge a
custom built house, but in mass housing, where
many different people will use similar types of
dwellings, some kind of collective preference must
operate. (Casual acquaintances often refer me to
the passage from a book, reputedly on archi­tecture, in
which the hero blows up a housing project
because the proportions of the door jambs didn't
follow his specifications. I am expected to re­

dpond approvingly — as if we gave out dynamite
with our diplomas. I am not sympathetic to the
value systems upon which such actions are based.)

Appropriate value systems for monumental build­

ings are less obvious. Most of our difficulties lie
with these questions of "formal values." A sys­
tematic approach to architecture should wrestle
with this old problem and at least identify the
areas of arbitrariness in which certainty is impossible. It seems to me that we should ask simple questions. I will go with Santanyi, Spinoza (and dozens of more


able, or at least why do they become fashionable
again (Gothic cathedrals, Italian hill towns, three­button coats, Baroque architecture)? Why do
many natural things (flowers, snow flakes, sun­
sets, etc.) seem to many people to be "beautiful"?

Such reflections lead us away from the object to
recognize that the locus of architectural worth lies,
if not in the eye of the beholder, somewhere in
his make up.

A former student, Jerry Goldberg, in a "Theory of Architecture" term paper based on ideas from
Anatol Rapoport's book, Games, Gifts, and De­
decent, postulated a "game theory" explanation for
aesthetic preference. In Rapoport's terminology
a game is a contest, for one or more people, in
which rules are decided in advance. Rules are
arbitrary, or at least may appear arbitrary, but
once settled one can win only by playing within
the rules. There are two issues: 1) Are the rules
relevant (useful, challenging, provocative)? and
2) How skillfully is the game played?

This may be the process by which we try to
organize and make understandable the chaotic and
surrealistic world. Our parents give us our first
rules. If they are useful (for day-to-day or mo­
ment-to-moment or year-to-year decision making)
we can write more time energy to more creative
activities, i.e., the development of more complex
games. If the rules are not useful, we discard them or else our lives break down. There
may be a gradual divergence, for all society, be­
tween the "games" it plays and the context in
which they are played; that is, social custom some­
times outlives the usefulness.

A municipal traffic system is a kind of game; the
rules (red, green, and yellow lights, etc.) are ar­
bbitrary. But if we don't follow them somewhat
arbitrarily penalties are exacted through traffic
fines, etc. However, other penalties (head on col­
lisions at eighty miles an hour) are not arbitrary
at all and produce results that correspond to an
obscure man's interpretation of "nature."

We can describe natural phenomena as a series
of "games." We cannot explain the reason for the
games, but we can understand their rules if we
pay close attention. The results (flowers, etc.)
such rules lead us to be generally satisfying, and
often fascinating.

Such architects as Kahn and Mies play sophisti­
cated games by rules relevant to contemporary
life. They play their games rigorously (they don't
delay), they play skillfully and, to spectators in­
terested in similar games, the "play" is absorbing.

The preceding paragraphs do not attempt to "ex­
plain" architecture. They may unite it with other
activities. They suggest that the preoccupation
with ritual, so apparent in the life of "savages,”
may simply have gone underground and, while
carefully concealed, is still powerful operatic in
modern life. Suzanne Langer (the patron saint of
the lay epistemologist) says that "the love of
magic, the high development of ritual, the seri­
uousness of art and the characteristic activities of
dreams stem from the same roots" and that "a
savage who beats a tom tom to drive off his
brother's malaria would never make such a prac­
tical mistake as to shoot his arrow's blunt end
forward or bait his fishline with flowers. It is not
the ignorance of causal relationships but the su­
pervision of an interest stronger than his prac­
tical interest, that holds him to magical rights.

“This stronger interest concerns the expressive
value of such acts . . . human behavior is a lan­
guage: every move is at the same time a gesture.
So far (epistemology) has treated it only in the
latter capacity and philosophers have ample reason to wonder what the man’s mind has grown beyond the limits of usefulness, assumed a tyrant’s role and lured him into patently impractical ventures.” She deduces in *Philosophy in a New Key* that these phenomena can be explained only by human search for “the quality of meaning in its several aspects and forms.”

To take a homely example: modern clothing, whether worn by a banker or a Beatle, is not in detail “functional.” Its true function is exactly as a “symbol” in Langer’s terms. “Signs that the wearer is a banker — or a Beatle. I am always struck, when I visit “art” schools, by the conventionalized uniforms with which art students proclaim their unconventionality.

Buildings clothed in “high fashion architecture” tell us, in muted but opulent terms, that the office in the president’s office, to the receptionists hair tell us, in muted but opulent tones, from the corner details, the furnishings in the lobby, the art in the president’s office, to the receptionists hair styles, the position in society of the corporate occupants. Much of the most heated architectural discussions deal with such “architectural clothing.” These debates often purport to defend moral positions, and are conducted with little regard for the rules of logic.

Most, though not all of us, would agree that it is more sensible to clothe 20th-century buildings in machine age paneling than in Gothic casements, though it is less clear that bronze rolled sections are more “contemporary” than, say, cast-iron grilles. We cannot tolerate the durable prerequisite as architecture must have significance far beyond such surface meaning.

The few modern buildings that arrest us all communicate with us at a “religious” level, and if we were not capable of an unshared response, we would probably disintegrate as a society. We agree that such buildings are beyond function, or, stated in a more acceptable way, will elicit their own and new functions. These attitudes are most appropriate to ritualistic buildings such as churches, courthouses, or corporate office buildings, and less to factories or scientific laboratories. (In discussions with the scientists who inhabit an architecturally powerful laboratory, I have found that the inhabitants regard as functional quirks by arguing that the building was financed largely by federal money, and that it was about time that it was exclusively monotonous jobs these days, and finding modern painting and, if you will, of modern “life.”

We both respond to it in those four buildings and in thousands of others. But if every student of architecture has to justify everything he does on the basis of pragmatic problem-solving, how can he ever make an eloquent statement about anything at all? How can he ever go beyond the neat and tidy elegance which is the best but terribly voiceless, and empty of meaning ending character of the “generic design” architecture of characters such as Mies? Might it not be a good idea to divorce architecture from its unholy alliance with science and technology and to cry aloud that the times call for eloquent avowal concerning the most fundament al human and ethical issues — that the problems that can be solved by efficient reasoning are not the ones with which the genuine artist should ever be concerned? Can we somehow set our students free from the purple-inked program which sets up one-half of an equation, the other half of which must be provided, item by item, by a sparsely mathematical dictionary? How can one be eloquent under such conditions?

Eloquently, Norris Smith

Dear Norris:

As you know, I am not completely unsympathetic to the position you take in your letter of March 31.

But without belaboring the point, I do not see how anyone can be eloquent until they learn how to at least parse a sentence. There’s a ditch on both sides of every road.

Sincerely yours, Joseph R. Passonneau

Dear Joe:

Sorry, but no dice; I cannot allow you that way out. What you imply is that architectural students today (and ours in particular) are being schooled in a kind of strict counterpart on the basis of which they will later be able to write grand fugues, sumptuous passaglias, thundering oratorios . . . but that’s not the case, as we both know. They will be able to compose attractive motels, neat and tidy elegance which is the best but terribly voiceless, and empty of meaning ending character of the “generic design” architecture of characters such as Mies? Might it not be a good idea to divorce architecture from its unholy alliance with science and technology and to cry aloud that the times call for eloquent avowal concerning the most fundam ental human and ethical issues — that the problems that can be solved by efficient reasoning are not the ones with which the genuine artist should ever be concerned? Can we somehow set our students free from the purple-inked program which sets up one-half of an equation, the other half of which must be provided, item by item, by a sparsely mathematical dictionary? How can one be eloquent under such conditions?

Remember the importance that Orwell attaches to Big Brother’s linguistic innovation called Newspeak? . . . that reduction of English to a kind of telegraphic headline-ese, in which simple directions, rudimentary facts, and catchy slogans can be couched, but which makes impossible every sort of eloquence and precludes the very possibility of subtle thought about difficult and highly charged ideas? Have you ever considered the proposition that the constructivist style of modern architecture constitutes a simon-pure variety of Newspeak? That is to say, a “language” of irrefutable simplicity in which everything pertaining to our rich tradition of architectural expression is purged away, leaving only the barest skeleton of vocabulary, amounting to scarcely more than a set of directional signals?

Now let me be the first to concede that this reduction is also characteristic of many aspects of modern painting and, if you will, of modern “life.” More people are doing emptier and more rovun, and even the most admired practitioners, such as that supreme non-architect Mies, are committed to producing totally inelegant buildings, in a style that is not even very fussy, and to whickey building to school courthouse, why would we imagine that anyone trained in such procedures would ever be able to speak differently?

(Continued on page 34)
The California Design exhibition of the Pasadena Art Museum is a triennial highly selective juried showing of articles for domestic use designed and/or manufactured in California, within the last three years. The program is made possible by a grant from Los Angeles County. The exhibition includes the entire spectrum of production, from handcrafted one-of-a-kind works of art, to designs made to meet the discipline of mass production. Objects purely decorative as well as those which, though primarily functional, achieve esthetic success are included. Recognition was given to designs which incorporated original solutions, or which showed a special quality of vitality and

**CALIFORNIA DESIGN 1965**

Discuss stemware, lead crystal salt & pepper shakers and howl. Designer: Dorothy Thorpe.

Forged iron gate by Toza Radakovich

Franciscan "Discovery" dinnerware. Staff designed, Interpace.
innovation. The 1965 exhibition opens on March 28th and will be shown through May 9th. Approximately one-half of the exhibition is comprised of manufactured articles, either limited manufacture, mass produced, or prototype for manufacture. The other half is one-of-a-kind objects, conceived and executed by the California craftsmen. An effort was made to have the exhibition be representative of the best production in each field. In the case of the crafts, there is a small invitational section which makes up about a third of the crafts shown. In addition, craft submissions were received and juried in both Oakland and Pasadena. Approximately 250 works, two-thirds of the craft section, were selected by this method, from approximately 1200 submissions from throughout the State.

For Industrial Design: Jury — Eudorah M. Moore, Director of the Exhibition; Rex Goode, Director of Installation; Walter Hopps, Director of the Pasadena Art Museum.

For Designer Craftsmen: Jury — Rex Goode, Director of Installation; Marcia Chamberlain, Teacher and Craftsman; Wayne Long, Director of Exhibits, Otis Art Institute.
LIGHTWEIGHT STRUCTURES

A true lightweight building involves two factors which must be considered: 1) structural efficiency and 2) economy. A lightweight building has two kinds of economy: 1) economy of time, and 2) economy of energy.

1) Economy of time: When a competition is held for the design of a structure, a competitive way of arriving at the cost of the structure results. This is termed economy of time. The economy of the structure is tied into the time of construction by competitive means.

When you develop an experimental structure, it is often stated that something new costs more to construct, that it costs more to experiment. New structures usually cost more at the beginning, although they can become economical in the long run, after the problems encountered at the beginning are worked out. In pre-stressed concrete, you invest less in concrete, less in steel and less in labor than conventional construction. Sometimes pre-stressed concrete, even though relatively new, costs less than conventional construction. Another example is the construction of membranes, which do come under the cost of present every-day structures.

2) Economy of energy: When you design a minimum energy building, you must have a clear definition of the task. You cannot design a minimum energy building by dropping the safety factor; you must maintain the safety factor and keep the weight and energy down. Initial development costs of low energy structures are high, but eventually such structures will become less expensive than conventional ones.

If we are developing structures for a particular task, it will only be a matter of time before we develop a structure using the least amount of energy. The function of buildings is always changing. With the changing of tasks for individual buildings, such as houses, the definition of an individual task is always changing. Certain types of buildings change their tasks, such as churches and monuments, but the change is slower than for other types of structures.

A building or structure has a birthday; it starts getting old, and sometime in the future, it will die. Most structures or buildings are dying at the time of their design. Have you ever constructed a building so that, at the time of handing the key to the owner, you considered the building to be up-to-date? Most architects would probably say “no.” Why? Because tasks are changing so rapidly. Some architects feel they will build a structure to last forever, but history shows that buildings exist only for a limited time. Buildings should be planned only for limited periods.

Indian tents, houses of mud, etc., are completely changeable. This type of structure can always fit the task. If you build a structure that is adaptable, it does not have a birthday; it is not “dying”; it can be adapted. It is never old; it is always new.

City planning should be adaptable; a city should be changing, should be growing. If a city is not building, it will die.

Man is different from all other creatures in his ability to use tools. He progresses no faster than he develops new ones. Due to his inherent nature, man can build his own house using a high degree of technology.

The most highly developed structural techniques are to be found in nature, such as the human body, plants, trees, etc. Structural studies in lightweight construction could receive much information from an understanding of the human skeleton. Often man-made forms resemble natural forms when the structural demands are similar.
by Frei Otto

In the sense that man is a living entity, most of the materials used by this "living nature" to build enclosures could be classified as "non-living nature." Technological limits of structure thus do not exist in man, but in the materials he uses. In this sense all "living nature" dominates "non-living nature," and life is a constant battle between the two.

Beams, highly developed by man, are very seldom under equal loading. Often in heavy structures, the proportion of dead load is very high as compared to the live load. In using a light-weight structural system, the live load is apt to nearly equal the dead load. Thus the live load takes prime consideration in design of light-weight structural systems.

Consider the following uses of materials in light-weight structures:

A tapered profile is better use of material in an evenly loaded beam.

Any construction of triangles (trusses) permits easy calculation of stresses, but too often we design first, then calculate the resulting stresses. This is not good structural design.

Material can be economized by division of forces, i.e. as in the division of forces at joints or the subdivision of forces as in a tree.

An economy of materials in trusses is possible if material is used only where needed. This will result in a profile similar to several found in nature, but will be much more difficult to calculate than the less efficient truss composed of triangles.

A possible means to build a truss with stiff corners would be to construct it from individual members formed from sheet metal. When used as a column or tower, the load variations are compensated for by doubling plates at the bottom.

Another possible means to build a truss with stiff corners would be to construct a framework of a membrane with wire mesh and inflated balloons. After the concrete or plastic that is sprayed in the crevices has set and dried, the balloons are deflated and removed. The resulting framework is similar to several profiles found in nature.

The actual stiffening of suspension structures can be accomplished by two methods:

1. pre-stressing
2. the structure's dead weight

The structure's dead weight is self-explanatory; but to understand stiffness gained through prestressing, we must have a definition of what we mean by it. Prestressing we define to be those stresses within a structure caused by a condition unrelated to the structure's dead weight and not dependent upon the force of gravity. As an example, a simply supported wood beam is not prestressed, in that without the force of gravity imposed upon it there would be no stresses.

PRELIMINARY STUDIES

Stage 1 In the first stage, we decided to make an intensive study of catenary line systems. Catenary lines were formed by hanging fine jewelers chains from two points. If it were possible to "freeze" these chains in these positions and invert them, there would theoretically be no bending moments due to the inherent nature of the curve. A fine jewelers chain with soldered links was the most accurate device to use in working with such a system.

Stage 2 In the second stage, we turned to a three-dimensional study of catenaries. A circle was cut out of a cardboard template, and small notches cut at the eighth points. Four chains of equal length were then hung in the template, each being fastened at both ends in the diametrically opposite notches. This resulted in a catenary "dome" which could be varied in shape by readjusting the chain lengths. Later, another chain was added at the intersection of the original chain. By adjusting it in various ways, interesting effects were produced. (At this point, however, the cardboard needed to be replaced by a plywood template, as the cardboard was too flexible. Photos 1 and 2.)

Stage 3 A series of small models was made by cutting and forming common wire screen into various configurations. It was pointed out that the structural properties of wire screen forms were similar to those of lattice shells. This stage would thus serve as a convenient means to investigate the possibilities of a lattice structure.

Stage 4 A catenary net was constructed to serve as a model for a lattice dome. In this configuration, the net would have only four contacts to its base, thus eliminating the complication that would have been involved in the footings of the scheme in photo 4. This catenary net was placed on a plywood base that had common pins evenly spaced on the four diagonals of concentric rings evenly spaced. The four legs of the catenary net were attached to the various pins in these diagonals. Photographs were taken of the various configurations (photos 3 and 4). It was determined by intuition which position would be best for the actual lattice dome project.

Stage 5 A scale model of the architecture courtyard of the University of California was built next at a scale of 1" - 1'. Inside the model courtyard was placed a wire screen scale model of the lattice dome as determined in stage 4.

Samples of materials which might be used in constructing the dome included various aluminum, plastic, wood, and steel sections. One-half inch deformed steel reinforcing bars in 40' lengths were decided upon.

A scaled working drawing was made of the proposed lattice dome using suspended jewelers' chains to determine the curves of the chords. These curves were successive interpolations between the straight center chords and the curves of the perimeter chords which were later to become the perimeter arches.

Upon erecting the structure it was observed that the east and west perimeter chords had buckled near their centers, all four rods in each chord being bent beyond the elastic limit in spite of the wood spacer blocks. It was discovered that the fault was in the connections being too tight. All connections not on the two center chords were then loosened, allowing the lattice to deform elastically and alleviating the stresses which had caused the buckling. The two failure areas were then bent back to their original shape and stiffened by the addition of short rods perpendicular to the perimeter chords and connecting them with the adjacent chords.

* 1. These bars were immediately available, the entire project having a severe time limit.
2. The local distributor was willing to contribute the material.
3. The use of reinforcing bars in pairs with cast iron washers and bolts produced a satisfactory joint, whereas other materials would probably demand drilling holes at the joints, thus weakening the member.
4. As the joints would need to remain loose until the dome was in final position, the deformations on the bars would help eliminate slippage.
5. One-half inch reinforcing bars seemed, by intuitive bending tests, to possess the proper elasticity for the project.
At this point, wood bracing members were added to the base of the tower to prevent overturning. Steel cables with turnbuckles were inserted near the corners of the steel lattice, and diagonal tie cables were attached from the corners of the lattice to the legs of the tower. All these cables could be subsequently tightened in order to assist in the shaping of the dome.

The shape was adjusted to agree with the catenary chain model by means of cables and turnbuckles. As a preliminary test of the strength of the structure, Dr. Otto, weighing approximately 160 pounds, supported his entire weight on the point in the structure which was suspected to be the weakest. A 220 pound student put his weight on the same point, causing a deflection of about 1½°. The dome then returned to its original shape.

It has subsequently been subjected to loads of four or five men climbing on it at once, and although it is remarkably elastic, it has shown no signs of failure.

In future structures of this type it would be advisable to use a stiffer steel in the rods. Also, a great deal of erection time could be saved by designing a connection which would need no hand wiring.

At a later date the entire structure was wire-brushed, and a coat of rustproofing primer was applied to all rods and connections. At a future date a comprehensive program of load-testing will be carried out, and experimentation may be made with various coverings which could be applied to the structure.

ENGINEERING COMPUTATIONS

Before the structure was erected, the compressive stress was estimated for the reinforcing bar to be used. By the use of Euler's equation, which is stated:

\[ P = \frac{\pi^2E}{(1/r)^2} \]

We were able to determine the stress in each bar for the longest laterally unsupported length of 30 inches, using a #4 bar with these properties:

- Area \((A) = 0.2\) inches
- Modulus of elasticity \((E) = 30,000,000\) lbs./sq. in.
- Radius \((r) = .125\) inches

We arrive at the following equation:

\[ P = \frac{\pi^2 (30,000,000) (0.2)}{(0.125)^2} \text{LBS. x IN.}^2 \]

Therefore, the allowable compressive force before buckling will occur is 1030 lbs. per bar.

When actual tests were run on sample bars, the compressive forces required to buckle the bars ranged within 5% of the theoretical estimate.

It was felt that the allowable force was sufficient to insure the safety of the structure upon erection.

Upon completion of the structure, when the exact dimensions were known, the theoretical loading was computed. Since the structure is composed of catenary (parabolic) arches, no bending stresses should exist theoretically. Under this assumption, the maximum uniform loading that could be applied to the structure is computed to be 70 lbs./square foot.

The foregoing study was completed by the following members of the graduate class Department of Architecture, College of Environmental Design, University of California, Berkeley, under the direction of Dr. Otto: Edward B. Allen, Fred M. Babcock, Robin R. Baker, Paul L. Blanton, Richard J. Chylinski, Gary L. Hansen, Dilipkumar R. Jhaveri, Jonathan Mansfield, Richard L. Medlin, Donald L. Pering, Philip S. Steel, Praditta Sukhum, Ronald W. Thurber and Joseph Cho Wang.
This project, on a level lot in Palm Springs, consists of a 3-bedroom, 1,836 square-foot residence with adjoining 800 square-foot guest house. The two structures, set on a concrete podium two feet above grade, are tied together by a high roofed entry loggia. The project is largely prefabricated and erection time of walls and roof is estimated at two days.

The exterior walls and the roof are made of the same basic building units: a precast, prestressed concrete arch with beams at each end forming an eight-foot-wide channel with a bowed web. A six-foot wall of the same concrete units encloses the property for maximum privacy. The units are made of high-strength low-slump air-entrained concrete and high strength steel stressing cables, forming a durable crack-free arch. Precast concrete columns are used for continuity. The use of steel forms allows the maintenance of close tolerances and minimizes fitting work in the field. Further economy is achieved by use of shop labor and reusable forms.

The arch forms, used extensively as panels for cylindrical storage tanks, are manufactured under the direction of their developer, David Pritzker & Associates.

The use of concrete was felt to be appropriate to the desert environment, aesthetically compatible with the surrounding sand and rock and allowing of minimum maintenance under difficult climatic conditions. The designer was interested in using the basic structural units to produce a variety of spatial experiences. This accounts for the different roof levels and the many linked interior courts.
Clients for this three-bedroom Roman brick house in Ann Arbor, Mich., are a professor of architecture, his wife and two young children. Although generally favoring the open plan, the owners feel strongly that a house should have areas where parents can get away from children (and vice versa) and considerable attention was given to their request for "light and privacy." After analyzing the client's major requirements in relation to the site, it was decided to create an inner environment. All the main living areas would open onto garden courts formed by the extension of the exterior walls of the building. The walls of the rooms facing the garden courts were to be entirely of glass. The orientation in these cases was limited to east and south. Deep overhangs would provide solar protection and additional privacy from neighboring houses overlooking the site. The privacy formed by the enclosed garden courts also provides shelter from winter winds and makes the rooms opening on to them appear more spacious since the courts become an integral part of the house. Cross ventilation and relief from the enclosure of the courts is provided by narrow full length windows opening directly to the exterior from all court oriented rooms. The garden courts not only give a private view and become a spatial extension but they also serve as functional extensions of their adjoining rooms. Their role is further extended into the evening by a carefully studied arrangement of lighting. The large court with its generous decks is used for gardening entertaining, dining, etc. The master bedroom court serves for quiet outdoor reading and meditation while the children's court with the raised deck around the birch tree clumps is essentially for play, reading, and other activities. The use of all of the courts extends far beyond the usual season for this climate.
IN SEARCH OF THEORY IV — PASSONNEAU

(Continued from page 25)

diversion in more trivial forms of entertainment, than perhaps ever been the case before. But it strikes me that the architect has always been at his best in taking his stand against the divisiveness and the inadequacies of our society, never in “expressing” them. The disparity between third-century Roman painting and third-century Roman architecture is enormously wide: while the painter was devoted to a whimsical and intimate sort of impressionism, the architect consistently reaffirmed the great traditions that had come down to him from the previous seven or eight hundred years of Mediterranean civilization. By doing so he did not prevent the collapse of the Roman state — but who knows, he may have postponed it, and certainly he made some great affirmations which later generations have continued to find challenging and impressive, even as they have found great works of literature to be so. Is not this possibly the best the architectural artist can hope for — that the avowals may now and in the future be thought of as being commensurate with those of Dante and Rembrandt and Bach? Is not the very fact that we have Newspeak flung at us all day long by advertisers and technicians and headline writers a good and sufficient reason for the architect’s shouting from the housetops — his own housetops — that we are being sold down the river?

MUSIC

(Continued from page 11)

Blessed be the Muses for their descent dancing around my desk, crowning my balding head with Laurel.

After that, a fragment of Fragment 1956:

... with a streak of yellow love running through my poems, a fog in the city, Joe Army screaming in anguish in Dannemora 1945 jailhouse his dumb sad cellmate beaten by the guards an iron floor below, Gregory weeping in Tombs, Joan lidded under eyes of benzedrine...

He can write. But you wonder by what pathos the individual tragedy — they were children then — of these poets attacked the city. Why today they seem to live lovingly within it. Ginsberg, detached, is recently back from India. Roots and Branches, poems by Robert Duncan (1959-1963), is too large a book to be earned in a hurry. From “Returning To The Rhetoric Of An Early Mode”

What actual gardener turning the dark earth comes now in a cloud of verbiage

BEVERLY HILLS LOT FOR SALE with set of plans by Craig Ellwood for a three-bedroom house designed for the site. Property is in Benedict Canyon with 160-foot frontage on a private road. Courtesy to brokers. Call OL 1-2450.

ACOUSTICAL CONSULTANTS

For thirty years, RCA has provided acoustical consultation service to architects and designers in the construction of major theaters, studios and auditoriums. The service provided to the architectural profession by RCA includes analyses, tests and recommendations for greater sound fidelity in structural design. If acoustics is a consideration in your next building project, large or small, consult with RCA, The Most Trusted Name In Sound. For complete information on credits and services, contact: ACOUSTICAL Consulting Service, Radio Corporation of America Broadcast & Communications Products Division 2700 W. Olive Avenue Burbank, California

The Most Trusted Name In Sound

over the adoring ground, a continual elegy, as if man’s falling away were only a falling of leaves to the rich loam, came in my twenties a figure of green panic? a storm in the branches of what I was, shaking till all the rising music fell thru its melodies to rest in the bed of an abiding earth, in the still riming return to its first rhetoric.

Duncan tells me I should overcome my aversion from the poetry of Charles Olson. We spoke of his friend, the poetess Madelein Gleason, who loaned me her book, but inadvertently I left it behind in Sausalito. I heard her read her skillful verses. Many poets do not have it. She has a new book coming to print. It is good to know how many poets cherish the friendship of their art in this continent, though gradually breaking away. Divided, they are nomad; they are without community. Desperation drives them into the desert, the rhetorical abstract, among figures of a dancing madness, an alienation which is neither existential nor absurd. The pitifulness of some of our poets should warn us: we are in need of their pity.

To throw a window open! Time is upon whose naked stretches hope roars we saw the land behind us— our wastes, our age, our hearts’ love — and I do not know what we saw: this man a wrecked car, this man a Lover turn away, this man an empty glass upon the bar, this man a parody of what he was . . . (From The Mahabharata)

ART

(Continued from page 9)

Certainly “The Scene” mitigates Kitaj’s attitudes and thrusts him into a defiant position. I think it is obvious that in his work, he rejects most of the given techniques and styles of the moment with conscious fervor. His openness is at once endearing and dangerous. The American psychology of eternal youth undermines him in a way, for he seems confident that he can move along in the various directions his imagination takes him, skipping the experiences for a content which is viable both for the intellectual to whom he so often addresses himself and the art buff, used to seeing work once-removed from commercial art. The unsettled style is used as a shield to protect himself from the dangers of a settled style and his symmetrical problem remains unchallenged.

In his catalogue, compiled like an autonomous work complete with three appendices, Kitaj hints at his problem. He quotes Mahler: “The creative urge for a musical organism certainly springs from an experience of its author, i.e. from the fact, after all, which should be positive enough to be expressible in words . . . my music arises at a programme as its last clarification, whereas in the case of Richard Strauss, the programme already exists as a given task.” This quote and a discussion of what Kitaj calls Mahler’s ambiguous and therefore it is outdated.

In its extreme form, the reaction against what is often called 19th century individualism is evident in the manifesto of the Parisian Groupe de Recherche D’Art Visuel. This group regards itself as part of the social organism. It is against the concept of mastery and detests the ancient French term of estem, maître. It is, as many of the participants point out, a “socializing” movement. The works, many of them motorized or electrified in the same way street adver-
The contributors to this astonishing publication — astonishing because of its breadth and because of its forthrightness — included such names of a restricted readership, certainly not in spirit or scope, in order to examine disloyalty among the citizenry. The question which Dorothy Norman raised was how much civil liberty? and for whom? Dorothy Norman founded a little magazine, but little only in the sense was a guest at a testimonial dinner to Congressman Martin Dies (Texas, Dem.) when the House Un-American Activities Committee was hearing about the dangers of the Communist Party. Ernest Toller, William Carlos Williams, Lewis Mumford, Alfred (Continued from page 13)

BOOKS

GRAPHIC ARTS OF THE 18TH CENTURY by Jean Adhemar (McGraw-Hill, $6.95)

The 18th Century, the author states, was a period of experimentation in the art of illustration. The severities of the earlier period removed, the 18th Century abounded in political diatribe and vitriol and the illustrated pamphlet and book came into its own. Here are the commentaries on mores and manners of the courts of France, Italy and England — Tiepolo and Canaletto; Watteau and Fragonard; and Hogarth and Rowlandson. Graphic Arts, with its 168 plates, is as much a political commentary on the times as it is a compendium of the polemic art of the 18th Century.

THE IRRESPONSIBLE ARTS by William Snait (Atheneum, $5.00)

William Snait’s well-stated and cogent arguments against the vacuity of much of what passes for modern art will gain him admirers and lose him friends: “When art becomes a clan symbol for the elite, the mandarins, its historic relationship to man is altered and its future purposes become less clear,” Snait inveighs against some of the cant in art circles not for the sake of pricking bubbles of pomposity, but because the “Establishment” has hurt the cause of modern art by emphasizing triviality and eccentricity. Modernism began, the author points out, as an attack on middle-class morality and thinking; but it broke out of the bounds of logic and has apotheosized the Different, the Bizarre, and, ultimately, the Irate.

ART TECHNIQUES FOR CHILDREN by Gottfried Tritten (Reinhold, $7.50)

This interesting (and, of course, amusing) study of the art of children is also an excellent guide to the understanding of what impels a child to express himself the way he does. Children, states the author, have a sure sense of form, an emotional sensitivity to color. Their imaginations are less hampered than adult’s, more expressive, more naturalistic, and this lack of inhibition results in some wonderful flights. The various techniques discussed are drawing, painting, cutting, collages, sculpture and other forms of aesthetic expression at the child’s own level. Illustrated with explanations and parallel suggestions.

CIVIL LIBERTIES & THE ARTS by William Wasserstrom (Syracuse University Press, $8.50)

Dorothy Norman founded a little magazine, but little only in the sense of a restricted readership, certainly not in spirit or scope, in order to reply to the troubled questions about war and peace and individual rights. Started in 1938 Twice a Year faced the problem of the artist in a time of approaching war. Hitler was on the march, and in America the Bund was poisoning the air. Fritz Kuhn, Bund leader, was a guest at a testimonial dinner to Congressman Martin Dies (Texas, Dem.) when the House Un-American Activities Committee was examining disloyalty among the citizenry. The question which Dorothy Norman raised was how much civil liberty? and for whom? and under what circumstances if any should such liberty be curtailed? The contributors to this astonishing publication — astonishing because of its breadth and because of its forthrightness — included such names as Ernest Toller, William Carlos Williams, Lewis Mumford, Alfred Kazin, Gunnar Myrdal and many others. For ten years this amazing publication attempted to hold up the torch of creative freedom in a world troubled by war, both hot and cold, concerned chiefly with the freedom of the individual in society at a time when freedom was almost a luxury. William Wasserstrom, editor of previously published Dial and The Time of the Dial has evoked an era past, foolish, heroic, mistaken on occasion, but never afraid to face issues, and again his work in bringing back this slice of the past is akin to a public service.

PAINTING & UNDERSTANDING ABSTRACT ART by Leonard Brooks (Reinhold, $15.00)

The dictators used to equate abstract art with decadence and the fallacies of democracy, although the relationship would escape all but a psychiatrist. At any rate, this theory was given large credence, and there are still those who, failing to understand Latin, calculus, or the laws of thermodynamics find all three expressions of man’s weakness and evil. In an introductory quotation by Francis Henry Taylor, former Director of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, the point is made that it is as invalid to dismiss Abstract Art because of incomprehension (not incomprehensibility) as it would be to dismiss abstract and even abstruse ideas. This is the basis of this excellent discourse on modern art, a book which traces its trends, and direction.

FRED SHANE: DRAWINGS Introductory Essay by Thomas Hart Benton (U. of Missouri Press, $10.00)

Fred Shane is the George Grosz of America. Combine those exceptional talents of Art Young and Daumier with the incisive bite of Herblock — and the amalgam is Fred Shane. This outstanding collection of his work, a mere handful actually of the hundreds and thousands of his drawings, has been carefully selected to show the artist at his most diverse and at his best. Shane is a superb craftsman, if nothing else. His intuitive sense of what is “right” comes through in his sketches. This publication is a great tribute to one of our outstanding artists, and a worthy addition to the art shelf of every art lover of America.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Sir:

In the January issue of ARTS AND ARCHITECTURE, I was highly offended by a casually used term often used in reference to a challenging and growing profession — Landscape Architecture.

In your interesting review of CITIES, a book by Lawrence Halprin, Mr. Halprin was categorized as “an urban planner, an architect, a landscaper, a social scientist, and a humanist.” Mr. Halprin is a leader, a dynamic and progressive figure in the profession of Landscape Architecture. To refer to him as a “landscaper” is a gross injustice, both to him and the entire profession. The implication, if one takes time to analyze it, is disastrous to the profession. Landscape Architecture is a design profession with an aesthetic intent; it is an art and a science. A Landscape Architect conceives himself with the planning of our outdoor environment for the betterment of all individuals. His work may be as grand as the planning of an entire city or as small as the development of a residential backyard patio. His materials are as varied and as advanced as modern technology. Plant materials, to be sure, are one of his “tools” used in attaining complete design concept, but they are by no means his livelihood.

The profession of Landscape Architecture in this country is over a century old, yet it’s true and valid acceptance by others is yet to be realized. It behooves all concerned who are in positions of influence to aggressively pursue and make honest evaluations of our total capacities, and recognize us for what we do. If we are to progress, a basic consideration are the titles given to us, of which only one applies — Landscape Architect.

Thank you for your consideration.

Stephen B. Eastman,
Landscape Architect

Baltimore, Md.
NEW DESIGNS

French designed, removable, revolving chairs; seats of wood, arms of aluminum, backrests of plastic, which can be installed in various locations. Awarded a Gold Medal at Milan Triennale. Roger Legrand, France.

Venetian lanterns (left) composed of a framework in natural color iron and wire with fragments of assorted pieces of colored glass blown into the framework; size 17" x 10" x 8"; (right) natural color iron pipe design cut out with acetylene torch, glass blown into shell forming interesting patterns can be had in clear or multi-colors; size 24" x 11½". Henry Zane Imports, Los Angeles. Circle No. 319 on the Reader Service Card.

Action office conference desk by Herman Miller, Inc. includes matching file bin with tack board flipper; height 28½", width 84", depth 42½". Desk, incorrectly credited in February issue to another manufacturer, comes in bright polished aluminum base, oil walnut or oil brown ash top with soft vinyl edge. Drawers available. Herman Miller, Inc., Zeeland, Michigan. Circle No. 316 on the Reader Service Card.

ARTS & ARCHITECTURE

Carved Corinthian Columns from the Church of Ciudad Real, Spain. Attributed to Montanes (1572-1649), the four columns are 12 feet high, 24 inches in diameter and covered in polychrome and gold leaf. $3,700.00 each.

HENRY ZANE IMPORTS
332 N. La Brea Avenue
Los Angeles 36, California
Phone: 935-7601
For Manufacturers' Product Literature and Information

(continued)

1. Circle number on coupon corresponding to the number preceding the listing.

2. Print name and address and occupation.

3. Remove and mail prepaid, address card.

(1) A complete package of information literature on new Armstrong Ventilating Acoustical ceiling systems has been compiled for architects and engineers by the Building Products Division of the Armstrong Cork Company. Fully illustrated brochure gives complete details on basic operation of the new ceiling system, shows how it reduces air conditioning costs through elimination of air diffusers and a large amount of supply duct work. Case histories of actual installations available at no extra cost, Armstrong Cork Company.

(2) An attractive 22-page booklet describing a number of steel-framed homes is available from Bethlehem Steel Company. Write for Booklet 1802. Color and black and white photographs describe outstanding steel-framed houses in many areas in the United States. Floor plans, construction information, and costs are described. Examples of mountain cabins, apartments, and steep hillside site solutions are shown. Bethlehem Steel Company.

(6) Interior Design: Crossroads have all the components necessary for the elegant contemporary interior. Available are the finest designed products of contemporary styling: in furniture, carpet, draperies, upholstery, wall coverings, lights, accessories, oil paintings, china, crystal and flatware. Booklet available. Crossroads Mfg. Inc.


(10) Furniture: A complete line of glass colored in the mass displaying and refracting lights. Design from the pure abstract to figurative modern in the tradition of 12th century stained glass. Roger Darricarrere.

(11) Contemporary Fixtures: Catalog, data good line contemporary fixtures, including complete selection recessed surface mounted lense, down lights, incorporated Corning wide angle Pyrex lense, recessed, semi-recessed surface mounted units utilizing reflector lamps; modern chandeliers for widely diffused, even illumination; Luxo Lamp suited to any lighting task. Selected units merit specified for CSHouse 1960. Harry Glass.

(12) A new, 12-page executive furniture catalog has just been completed by Hiebert, Inc., manufacturers of a complete line of executive office furniture. New catalog contains detailed illustrations of the line, including executive desks, secretarial desks, side storage units, corner tables, conference table, executive chairs, and side chairs. The center spread features a full-color photograph showing the various Hiebert furniture pieces. Copies of the catalog may be obtained free of charge.

(13) The 36-page Hotpoint Profit Builders catalog for architects and builders contains specifications on Hotpoint's full line of products, including built-in ovens, dishwashers, disposers, heating devices, refrigerators, ranges, air conditioning, laundry equipment. Also included are diagrams of twelve model Hotpoint kitchens with complete specifications for each. Hotpoint.

(14) Tile — Full-color brochure gives specifications and descriptive information about economy line of tile which offers all the advantages of genuine ceramic tile at a low price. Striking installations are illustrated to show why Trend Tile is ideal for budget-priced homes and multiple dwelling units. A complete color palette shows the 11 plain colors and 9 Crystal Glass tiles available. Also shown are the three versatile Trend Tile decoratives which enable architects, builders, tile contractors and designers to achieve a custom effect at a nominal price.

(15) Catalogs and brochures available on Multalum and X-Alum series of contemporary furniture designed by George Kasparian. Experienced contract dept, working with leading architectural and interior design firms. Kasparian, Inc.

(16) Furniture — Three recently introduced Mies van der Rohe pieces plus complete line of furniture designed by Florence Knoll, Harry Bertoia, Eero Saarinen, Richard Shultz, Mies van der Rohe and Lew Butler and a wide range of upholstery and drapery fabrics of contemporary style with custom made and design utilizing both natural and man-made materials, available to the architect is the Knoll planning unit to function as a design consultant. Knoll Associates, Inc.

(18) Lighting: A completely new 12-page, 3-color brochure of popular items in their line of recessed and wall mounted residential lighting fixtures is now available from Marco. The literature includes typical installation photos as well as complete specifications on all items Marvin Electric Manufacturing Company.

(20) Clocks — Complete information on the entire Howard Miller Clock Company timepiece line in illustrated brochures. Contemporary wall and table clocks by George Nelson; contemporary, “three-dimensional” decorative wall clocks, including remote control outdoor clocks and the new battery operated built-in; Meridian Clocks in ceramic, wood, metal and other unusual finishes for decorative accents; Barwick Clocks in traditional designs, battery or A.C. movements Howard Miller Clock Company.

(22) Selections from the diversified decorative accessory collections of the Howard Miller Clock Company. Brochure includes shelves, mirrors, spice cabinets, wall vases and desks, planters, room dividers, Ribbonwal, Howard Miller Clock Company.

(24) The pleasure of planning your home with Mosaic Tile in a new 24-page brochure, depicts unusual uses of tile and presents a variety of home planning ideas; large selection of handsome color

(Continued on next page)

(34) Appliances — New illustrated, full-color brochures with complete specifications on built-ins by Thermador: ovens, cook tops, accessories and dishwasher. Also electric heating for home, office, factory, apartment, hotels and schools, and the Thermador glass-lined electric water heaters.

(35) Executive Desk Accessories: Complete desk accessories, home furnishings and institutional installations. Con-
Two fascinating “firsts” about some old—and unusual—churches

OPEN-AIR CHURCHES OF 16th-CENTURY MEXICO
Atrios, Posas, Open Chapels, and other studies
By John McAndrew, Professor of Art at Wellesley College

The friars who accompanied the conquistadores to Mexico were faced with such unusual problems in their ministry to millions of Indians that they did not build conventional churches where their converts could hear Mass. They erected instead highly original edifices without roofs — some simple, some lavish, some distinguished — all highly interesting today to the student of religious history, Mexico and architecture. More than 300 photographs, drawings, old prints, maps.
$15.00

AGHT’AMAR:
Church of the Holy Cross
By Sirarpie Der Nersessian, Professor of Byzantine Art and Archaeology, Emerita, Dumbarton Oaks

The 10th-century Armenian Church of the Holy Cross standing remote and abandoned on the small island of Aght’amar in Lake Van in present-day Turkey is a major work of Medieval art — rich in original sculptures and paintings of unusual power and beauty. The author makes a fresh and valuable contribution to the study of the development of Near Eastern Christian art as she describes the wonders of this ancient church and their theological significance. 77 illus., 4 in color 9¾” x 12¼”. $12.50

Ask your bookseller

HARVARD UNIVERSITY PRESS
79 Garden Street, Cambridge, Mass. 02138
These are lighting fixtures designed by George Nelson for Howard Miller. For complete information, write Howard Miller Clock Co., Zeeland, Michigan... National Distributor: Richards Morgenthal, 225 Fifth Ave., New York, Merchandise Mart, Chicago, Illinois; Fehlbaum, Berne, Switzerland; Pelotes, Sao Paulo, Brazil; Excello, Mexico City, Mexico; Weston, Bogota, Colombia.